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ISNI Discussion Paper on Pseudonyms 
 
Introduction 
 
The ISO ISNI standard stipulates that pseudonyms should be regarded as separate identities if the party 
behind the identity so desires it.  The database currently is inconsistent in the way that pseudonyms 
have been recorded.  Some sources have recorded them as separate linked identities and some have 
recorded them as alternative  names with a code of “pseud”.   And in some cases, there is a mixture of 
approaches. 
 
Example  1– separate records  John Sandford / John Camp 
 

 
 
Example  2– pseudonym  within one record  John Sandford / John Camp 
 

 
 
Where records exist with pseudonyms as alternative names it is very difficult to split them completely 
because the source identifiers on these records apply to both identities and there is no way to tell which 
works (or titles or resources) relate to the various names within the record.  Moreover, there is no way 
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to tell whether the person behind the pseudonym really intended the pseudonym to be a separate 
identity or just a nick name.  In the records above, it is not clear which name is the pseudonym.  
 
Example 3 – Charles Lutwidge Dodgson / Lewis Carroll – there is a clear distinction here between the 
author of scientific works and the author of children’s fiction – yet as the example below shows they can 
get mixed. 
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Example 4 – Stephen King / Richard Bachman.  Stephen King started writing under the pseudonym 
Richard Bachman but has later re-issued the works, such as the “Long Walk” under Stephen King, 
apparently abandoning the Richard Bachman pseudonym.   
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Example 5:  Bob Dylan – only created under aliases and one was predominant 
 

 
 
It could be reasonable to conclude that if a person made the association public between a pseudonym 
and a real name or between one pseudonym and another, that there is no real intention to differentiate 
the identities and that recording a pseudonym as an alternative name instead of a separate identity is a 
valid interpretation of the ISNI standard.  Moreover it isn’t as critical to separate different identities of 
the same person as it is to separate two or more different identities with the same name. 
 
Statistics 
 
There are two ways to detect pseudonyms; one is to check for “pseud” as a code.  Within VIAF, the DNB 
provides most records with this coding, giving coding of either “pseud”, “vergelicht” or “wirkl. name” 
(real name).   The other method of detection is to find records that include names coded as both name 
variants and also either as main names or related names.   
 
 

Problem Total Assigned VIAF Assigned Not VIAF Not assigned 

Pseud / Wirkl. name 23835 9254 189 14392 

Name variant/main or related 
name in the same record 

32994 14619 1197 17178 

Total 56829 23878 1386 31570 

 
 
A further test will be made to find names and name variants in pairs in one record with the same names 
in pairs, but inversed, in another. 
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Recommendation 
 
It is possible to separate the names, but unsafe to separate the associated titles/works.  It is only 
desirable to separate the names if there is another authority record under the name variant / 
pseudonym.  It is proposed to separate as follows: 
 
Case 1:  A record is coded as “pseud” or “verglicht” (and is not case 2, 3 or 4) 

Search for a record with the related name as the main entry.  Convert the tag of the name 
variant to related name and generate a link in both records.  If no related record is found, do 
nothing.  

 
Case 2:  A record contains “pseud” as a name variant but also the same form as main name OR a name 
variant matches a main name (and is not case 4) 
 Do nothing 
 
Case 3:  A record contains “pseud” as a name variant but also as a related name  OR a name variant 
matches a related name (and is not case 4) 

Do as case 1.   
 

Case 4: A record contains related name also as a main name 
 We need to look at some of these to work out the best strategy.  Report for now 
 
Other recommendations 

 For the initial database, concentrate on separating records that have more than on real identity 

 For the initial database, try to identify famous pseudonyms where the creator’s intention to 
create a separate identity is clearly known.  As an input to this process, create an enquiry access 
or report to identify records within the database that contain pseudonyms.  For these records, it 
may be necessary to manually search to be able to allocate the titles correctly to the separated 
identities.  Such records should become independent from the VIAF records and the source 
should be attributed to ISNI. 
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